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INSTRUCTIONS TO AUTHORS 
 
The scope and the broadness of the journal: 
Research-Kërkime is a scientific journal that belongs to the Academy of Sciences and Arts of 
Kosova. It is an open access journal that provides original articles, reviews and short 
communications covering natural and applied sciences. The reviews or tutorial papers which 
disseminate the progress in these areas are also accepted at the invitation of the Editorial 
Board if the author himself has actively contributed to the progress in that field. Manuscripts 
that are original papers and reviews should not exceed the length of 5000 and 9000 words 
respectively. 
Journal covers Natural and Applied Sciences specified in series A, B etc. Articles are to be 
presented in English with summary in Albanian. 
 

Reviewing procedure: 
The reviewing process is done by the peer reviewer single blind method. The Editorial Board 
will contact competent reviewers according to the discipline that the scientific work is made. 
The authors may suggest two referees closely related to their investigated research topic. The 
choice of the competent reviewers is of crucial importance. Once the reviewer’s reports that 
include remarks and the recommendations are made, the Editorial Board will send them to 
the authors. Papers with favorable recommendations will be considered for publication.  
Taking into the account that the journal Research-Kërkime covers many disciplines and a 
wider audience, the style of the writing differs to that of specialized journals. The articles 
should be written in English and if this is not the author’s native language the paper should be 
reviewed for its correct English once it obtains a positive recommendation for the 
publication.  
 

Guide for authors: 
A completed manuscript received by mail may contain the following files: 
The manuscript, a cover letter to the Editor and eventually the Supporting Information.  
 
Declaration of submission: 
The author/s declares that the submitted work has never been published before and that it is 
not under consideration at another journal. The names of the authors and the author order 
cannot be changed after the acceptance of the paper. 
 
Ethics of publishing: 
The main obligation for the author/s is to give original data and to make an objective 
explanation of the results and their impact. The authors are entirely responsible for the content 
of their scientific contributions. The submitted paper should have not been previously 
published; it is not under consideration at another journal. The author should cite the scientific 
papers that have paved the route for the progress during the reported work and are essential for 
understanding of the phenomena.  
The co-authors of a paper must be individuals that have contributed scientifically to the paper 
progress and are responsible for the results. The small contributions are indicated at 
Acknowledgments section.  
Plagiarism is forbidden so the authors should avoid the copying and very close paraphrasing 
of text and works of another’s person or the self-plagiarism. For this reason the correct 
citations throughout the paper are of crucial importance for the readers to know the source of 
information. 
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Paper structure: 
The manuscript should be submitted in the electronic version. It includes the title of the 
paper, the authors, their affiliation addresses, key words, introduction, experimental part, 
results and discussions, conclusion, acknowledgments and references.  
Original papers may have at the maximum 5000 words or the equivalent space in figures, 
formulas and tables. Each figure and table is counted 200 words. The text of the paper is 
written in Word, using the format Times New Roman, 12. 
Title of the paper: It must be brief, clear, succinct, and related to the content of the 
manuscript. The use of abbreviations, formulae and other symbols is not recommended.  
Author’s names and their affiliation addresses. List the name and surname of all authors with 
their complete affiliation addresses. The name of the corresponding author should be 
identified by an asterisk and must include an e-mail address. 
Abstract: It should give brief information about the novelty of the paper and make mention of 
methods and main results.  
Introduction: It describes in details the scientific problem that is studied in the manuscript and 
gives relevant arguments about the importance of the results to the field that belongs to. The 
introduction contains also the main results that have already been achieved within the field.  
The experimental section should represent clearly all procedures, materials and methods that 
are used to perform experimental work the results of which are given and discussed in the 
text of the research article. The theoretical calculations, the methods and software used 
should be given in the case of theoretical work. Well-known procedures can be described 
briefly and for more details readers are advised to see already published papers. The 
experimental results or theoretical calculations must contain sufficient data to enable other 
researchers to repeat them. 
Results and discussions. The results throughout the manuscript must be original, well presented 
and not repeated. Their discussion must take into account their importance for the topic and their 
comparison with the similar works if they have been already made within the discipline.  
Figures and Tables. The figures are joined with their captions. The tables are submitted as 
editable text. Figures and tables are inserted in the text and the information that presents the 
figure should not repeat the table. 
Symbols, formulae and equations are written according to IUPAC rules and recommendations 
while for units SI is taken in account. For math formulae Mathematical editor is used. 
Conclusions. A summary of the main results is given at the end of the paper. 
Acknowledgments. People that have provided any kind of assistance during the manuscript 
preparation may be acknowledged.  
References. They are given at the end of the paper and numbered in the order in which they 
are first mentioned in the text. They are not condensed and are individually numbered. 
Unpublished references and references from journals outside Scimago platform are not 
accepted. Self-citations are limited at 30 % of the total of references. 
Reference format: Authors surname and the name initials, the title of the paper, abbreviations 
of the scientific journal, the year, the volume and the paper pages. 
The list of references should follow the main text and should have the following format (ACS 
style): 
 
For a paper in a Journal: 
Brisset, F.; Vieillard, J.; Berton, B.; Morin-Grognet, S.; Duclairoir-Poc, C. and Le Derf, F. 
Surface functionalization of cyclic olefin copolymer with aryldiazonium salts: A covalent 
grafting method. Appl. Surf. Sci. 2015, 329, 337–346. 
For a book: 
1. Atkins, P. and di Paula, J. Elements of Physical Chemistry, Oxford University Press, 
Oxford, 2016, p.122. 
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